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Throughout 2019, NASA celebrated historic anniversaries and
announced bold new programs generating excitement about
earth and space exploration as well as the many science
achievements attained across all of NASA’s Science Mission
Directorate (SMD) Divisions. To carry forward the excitement,
in October 2019, the Astromaterials Research and Exploration
Science (ARES) Science Engagement team at NASA’s
Johnson Space Center (JSC) partnered with the Lunar and
Planetary Institute (LPI) and the Girl Scouts of San Jacinto to
host an event that enabled Girl Scouts to earn recently
released space science badges developed by the Reach for
the Stars: NASA Science for Girls Scouts Program. The event
celebrated SMD science and highlighted Earth’s Moon and
International Observe the Moon Night (InOMN) while
facilitating the earning of the NASA inspired badges.
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GIRL SCOUT BADGING EVENT
 Event was held on October 5, 2019.
 There were 100 participants (Cadettes, Seniors, and

Ambassadors) plus ~50 adults who registered to attend the
event.

 Activities were focused on enabling the following:
 Cadettes to earn the Space Science Researcher and Night

Owl Badges;
 Seniors to earn the Sky and Space Science Expert Badges;
 Ambassadors to earn the Space Science Master Badge.

 Evening began at the LPI where Girl Scouts participated in
several activities.

 Activities concluded at Rocket Park at Johnson Space Center.
 The Girl Scouts had the opportunity to interact with SME’s.
 Participants also had the opportunity to interview people from a

variety of careers at NASA such as scientists, engineers,
security officers, and mission control personnel.

Booklets were designed by the ARES team that helped
outline the activities the Girl Scouts would need to
complete in order to earn their badges by the end of
the night. One booklet was created for each level of
Scout.

Engaging the Girl Scouts with SMD content, SME’s, and unique NASA
assets, while celebrating the Apollo 50th anniversary and International
Observe the Moon Night was successful due to the leveraging of
partnerships, the use of rich engaging content developed in part through
the NASA Science Activation Teams, and the recently released NASA
inspired space science Girl Scout Badges. As this was a first-time
event, and as we have already been approached by the San Jacinto
Scout Leadership to inquire about facilitating future events, we will take
the lessons learned and input provided by the participants to further
improve and enhance these types of experiences.

CONCLUSIONS 

For this event, the ARES team partnered with the Girl
Scouts of San Jacinto, as well as members of the NASA
SMD SciAct Program including the Lunar and Planetary
Institute (LPI) and the Reach for the Stars: NASA Science
for Girls Scouts Program.

To connect to the Apollo 50th anniversary many activities
were stationed around the Saturn V in Rocket Park at
Johnson Space Center.

The ARES team worked with the Girl Scouts of San
Jacinto, a Houston-based Girl Scout Council, and
scheduled the event during the annual International
Observe the Moon Night (InOMN). This yearly event
encourages people around the world to look up and view
the Moon together.

The event and 
activities also 

highlighted other 
NASA Science 
Activation team 

projects and content 
including citizen 
science projects 

available through the 
GLOBE program and 

content developed 
through NASA’s 

Universe of Learning. 

Volunteers 
helped Scouts 
view the Moon  
through 
telescopes set up 
outside Rocket 
Park. This activity 
helped the 
Scouts earn one 
of their badges.

LESSONS LEARNED  
To obtain participant feedback, a ten question survey was sent out to troop leaders. Data indicated:
 Over half the Scouts had the opportunity to complete the badges at the event and those that couldn’t finish (like the 

Ambassadors) had a good start on their long-term projects to finish at home; 
 The Scouts felt that the event caused them to feel a connection to NASA, and that they enjoyed interacting with 

SME’s and doing hands-on activities and viewing the night sky through the telescopes. 
Aspects to improve upon include:
 Streamlining the check-in process and hosting the event at one location;
 Focusing on fewer badges to ensure a deeper connection with the SME’s and badge content;
 Ensuring the SME’s are more clearly identified so that the Girl Scouts and the accompanying adults, can more 

easily identify these NASA science experts.

 This effort highlighted work being done as part of the 
NASA SMD Science Activation (SciAct) Program. 

 SciAct consists of twenty-four competitively-selected 
teams from across the nation.

 SciAct teams connect NASA science experts, authentic 
content and experiences with communities so they can 
engage in science in ways that activates minds and 
promotes understanding.

 One of the rich aspects of SciAct is the partnerships and 
cross collaboration among teams.

 Collaborations help the SciAct Collective efficiently and 
effectively communicate and highlight the science being 
done as part of the NASA Science Mission Directorates, 
and NASA as a whole, to diverse audiences across the 
nation. 

At the event, the 
Girl Scouts 
interacted with 
Subject Matter 
Experts (SMEs) 
from NASA JSC/ 
ARES Division 
who facilitated 
the hands-on 
activity stations. 
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